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Inside the Market’s roundup of some of today’s key analyst actions
After a tour of its Rainy River mine in Northwestern Ontario last week, RBC Dominion Securities
analyst Michael Siperco raised his rating for New Gold Inc. (NGD‐T unchno change, NGD‐A ‐2.04%
decrease) to “outperform” from “sector perform,” expressing “higher confidence in a production
rebound from the open pit following rainfall‐impacted 2Q22 results, as well as better visibility
into the transition to underground mining.”
In a research note released Monday titled The worst appears to be over, he now projects gold
production to increase by at least 40 per cent by 2024 with all‐in sustaining costs declining by 30
per cent.
“Overall we came away with more certainty that open pit issues have been resolved, boding well
for revised 2H production guidance, while having more confidence in the longer term shift from
open pit to underground mining at Rainy River,” said Mr.
Siperco. “The pit has been dewatered and normal mining operations have resumed, with 41koz
AuEq [gold equivalent] produced in July/Aug (RBC estimate 64koz for 3Q22). We expect higher
grade, lower cost production in 2H (up 32 per cent half‐over‐half), inline with guidance.”
“Longer term, UG operations will shift to the Main zone (under the pit), with potential upside vs.
the 2022 technical report from higher throughput bringing forward higher grade ore in the mine
plan, improved mill performance and blending, and eventual exploration upside (including the
~1moz in resources not in the current plan)”
Pointing to “modestly higher 2022 production and lower sustaining capex estimates (both inline
with revised guidance),” he raised his target for New Gold shares to US$1.25 from US$1. The
average on the Street is US$1.10.
“Our upgrade to Outperform from Sector Perform is driven by the re‐rate potential vs. peers
over the next several quarters as production growth starts to accelerate,” said Mr. Siperco.
Elsewhere, other analysts making changes include:

lows, the majority of any multi‐family REIT’s portfolio is subject to renewals capped at 2‐3 per
cent. Where excess SPNOI and NAV growth occurs is in the balance – the portion of the
portfolio that turns over and can be marked to market at rents substantially higher than in‐
place. Therefore, the REIT is poised to deliver excess growth should either have the highest
turnover rate or the highest mark‐to‐market. It just so happens that InterRent has both.”
Metals & Mining
Analysts Sehaj Anand and Ronald Stewart added Reunion Gold Corp. (RGD‐X) to the list for
the fourth quarter. They have a “speculative buy” rating and 70‐cent target for the stock,
which matches the consensus.
“We have selected Reunion Gold as our Top Pick as, even in this volatile market, the stock
provides an attractive upside opportunity with limited downside risk,” they said. “While GDXJ
& Gold are both down quarter‐to‐date by 8 per cent, RGD’s stock is up 61 per cent QTD, owing
to the Company’s success with the drill bit,” they said. “During Q3/22, the Company completed
an $36‐million financing, strengthened its board and management by adding Fred Stanford (as
Director) and Justin van der Toorn (VP Exploration), and released one set of drill results from
Oko West. As highlighted in our recent note on September 8, 2022 ... the Company continues
to deliver stellar assay results from Oko West, indicating further expansion potential from Block
6 (outside the cornerstone Block 4 area) as well as more near‐surface ounces in the Saprolite
cap.
While more ounces in the saprolite cap further sweeten the project’s cash flow profile during
the initial years, solid results from Block 6 further contribute to the project’s overall scale.
Owing to its softer nature, Saprolite is essentially free‐ dig material that does not require blast
fragmentation and has a lower processing cost. On the back of continued success with the drill
bit, the Company also decided to postpone Oko West’s maiden resource to Q1/23 (previously
expected in Q3/22), and now aims to release a larger resource. Following its larger resource
strategy, Reunion expanded the ongoing drill program which will be now completed by YE2022.
We believe this to be a sensible strategy as a larger resource would put Oko West into a higher
bracket and would accelerate the stock’s race to close the valuation gap. Notably, the stock
rallied up 36 per cent to an all‐time high of $0.41 within a week of the aforementioned
update.”
=====
Analysts at RBC Dominion Securities added a trio of Canadian companies in a fourth‐
quarter update to their “Top 30 Global Ideas for 2022″ list on Monday.
“This list remains one of high‐conviction, long‐term ideas, with quarterly updates that enable
dynamic changes into names that we think offer higherconviction upside potential,” the firm
said.
“Since publishing our Q3 update on July 5, 2022, the Top 30 list has delivered a total return of
down 5.9 per cent (in USD terms) above our benchmark, the MSCI World Index, at 7.0 per cent.
Year‐to‐date, the list has delivered a total return of negative 19.1

per cent, above the benchmark at negative 25.6 per cent, and since inception of our quarterly list
at year‐end 2019, the Top 30 has delivered a total return of 13.7 per cent, above the benchmark
at 5.3 per cent.”
The TSX‐listed stocks joining the list are:
* Restaurant Brands International Inc. (QSR‐N, QSR‐T +0.28% increase) with an
“outperform” rating and US$70 target. Average: US$65.50.
“Despite above‐average global system sales growth and accelerating comp growth at Burger
King and Popeyes, QSR’s valuation remains in line with the global ‘all‐ franchised’ restaurant
peer group average, driven in large part by continued weakness at Tim Hortons (responsible for
50 per cent of total op. profit),” said analyst Christopher Carril. “While we believe that TH sales
improvement remains the primary catalyst for QSR shares, we see the combination of BK‐
driven, near‐best‐in‐class unit growth (normalized 5‐per‐cent‐plus), current momentum at PLK,
significant scale, and potential to add brands in the future as key positives for a stock that in our
view remains attractively valued.”
* Element Fleet Management Corp. (EFN‐T ‐0.76% decrease) with an “outperform” rating
and $22 target. Average: US$19.14.
“Four key themes drive our positive view of EFN: 1) attractive growth – We forecast that EFN’s
EPS could grow at a mid‐teens CAGR over the next five years, driven by new client wins, organic
growth within existing customers, and significant returns of capital;
2) multiple potential catalysts (see below); 3) strong defensive attributes – EFN faces minimal
credit/residual risks and tends to have long‐term contracts(3–5 years) with high retention rates
(98 per cent); and 4) attractive valuation – we see high EPS growth as a key driver of valuation
and potential valuation multiple expansion,” said analyst Geoffrey Kwan.
* Nutrien Ltd. (NTR‐N, NTR‐T) with an “outperform” rating and US$135 target.
Average: US$111.11.
“We continue to see a very constructive outlook for ag and fertilizers, especially for nitrogen
due to extremely high global natural gas costs persisting, and potash due to very constrained
supply from Russia/Belarus. Nutrien is now our preferred fertilizer stock, as it offers exposure
to nitrogen (Mosaic has no exposure) and potash, and we think Nutrien tends to provide better
downside protection against volatility and potential macro headwinds,” said analyst Andrew
Wong.
TSX‐listed companies leaving the list are:
* Brookfield Asset Management Inc. (BAM‐N, BAM‐A‐T ‐1.29% decrease) with an
“outperform” rating and US$66 target. Average: US$62.91.

* Intact Financial Corp. (IFC‐T ‐0.39% decrease) with an “outperform” rating and $219 target.
Average: $214.14.
“With the addition of EFN as our highest‐conviction idea in Canadian Diversified Financials, we
remove Intact Financial (IFC CN) and Brookfield Asset Management (BAM US) while reiterating
our positive recommendations on both stocks,” the firm said.
Other TSX‐listed companies on the list are: Alimentation Couche‐Tard Inc. (ATD‐T ‐ 0.36%
decrease); AltaGas Ltd. (ALA‐T ‐0.69% decrease); Canadian Natural Resources Ltd. (CNQ‐T);
Canadian Pacific Railway Ltd. (CP‐T) and Telus Corp. (T‐T ‐0.74% decrease).

ELEMENT FLEET MANAGEMENT CORP
17.02+4.14 (32.14%)
NUTRIEN LTD
85.39+10.19 (13.55%)
RESTAURANT BRANDS INTERNATIONAL
55.22‐5.46 (‐9.00%)
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Seeing fertilizer markets as “very supply constrained,” RBC Dominion Securities analyst Andrew
Wong made a pair of rating changes on Monday after shifting his preference away from
phosphate to nitrogen and potash.
He lowered Mosaic Co. (MOS‐N) to “sector perform” from “outperform” and dropped
his target to US$65 from US$85. The average is US$67.89.
“We believe Mosaic remains well‐positioned and shares should perform well on an absolute
basis, but we lower our rating to Sector Perform, from Outperform, due to — 1) we now favour
nitrogen and potash vs. phosphate; 2) valuation discount to peers has narrowed, providing less
re‐rating potential; 3) less upside potential to consensus estimates vs. peers; and 4) recent
phosphate production challenges,” the analyst said. “We may reconsider our stance if the
valuation gap re‐widens, phosphate market surprises to the upside, and/or phosphate
operations improve.”
Conversely, Mr. Wong upgraded CF Industries Holdings Inc. (CF‐N) to “outperform” from
“sector perform” with a US$135 target, up from US$110 and above the US$113.32 average.
“We believe CF should benefit from a favourable nitrogen market outlook and attractive energy
spreads between the U.S. and international markets that may persist long‐term,” he said. “We
also think CF has demonstrated a track record of strong operations and execution. We see
potential upward consensus estimate revisions and strong cash flow

($4.2‐billion, 21‐per‐cent yield in 2023 and $2.8‐billion, 14‐per‐cent yield in 2024E)
driving share price upside.”
Mr. Wong kept an “outperform” recommendation and US$135 target for Saskatoon‐ based
Nutrien Ltd. (NTR‐N, NTR‐T ‐3.07% decrease) . The average is US$111.11.
“We continue to see a constructive ag environment and structurally tight fertilizer markets,” he
said. “Despite a near‐term pull‐back in fertilizer demand and prices, we believe the outlook
beyond 3‐6 months remains very favourable and should continue to drive attractive cash
generation for Nutrien ($8.7‐billion, 18‐per‐cent yield in 2023 and
$7.2‐billion, 15‐per‐cent yield in 2024). We have added Nutrien to our Top 30 Global
Best Ideas list.”
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Expressing concern about its “premium” valuation, RBC Dominion Securities analyst Wayne Lam
initiated coverage of K92 Mining Inc. (KNT‐T ‐1.71% decrease) with a “sector perform”
recommendation, despite calling it “one of the most exciting exploration stories today.”
“Kainantu represents one of the highest grade mines within the top 5 per cent globally, with
total resources more than doubling to 5.5 Moz AuEq (M&I+I) the past few years net of
depletion, fueling the decision to pursue subsequent expansions,” he said. “K92 has built on
exploration success via the Judd deposit, while the recent discovery of high‐ grade dilatant
zones has shown potential for greater ore tonnage per vertical metre. As such, K92 has outlined
an aggressive exploration program targeting resource conversion and additions at depth. Lastly,
the Blue Lake target demonstrates potential for larger scale copper‐gold porphyry
opportunities across the property. We view no shortage of targets for K92 with $15‐million
budgeted this year.”
Mr. Lam set a target of $9.50 per share. The current average is $11.33.
“We estimate K92 trading at 0.84 times spot NAV and 9 times 3‐yr EBITDA, representing a 30‐
per‐cent premium to peers at 0.65 times NAV and significant premium on EBITDA,” the analyst
said. “We view the market pricing in expectations of full resource conversion to support the
Stage 4 expansion, with limited FCF through 2024 as cash is reinvested toward construction. As
such, we maintain a cautious outlook on shares based on valuation; we remain positive on the
longer‐term potential of the

company given Tier I asset quality, growing scale, and exploration upside, offset by development
and geopolitical risk operating in PNG.”

K92 MINING INC
7.97+0.78 (10.85%)
In other analyst actions:
* TD Securities’ Brian Morrison cut his Aimia Inc. (AIM‐T ‐0.28% decrease) target to $6 from $7,
which is the average, with a “buy” rating.
* In response to its revised purchase price for Kentucky Power (US$2.65‐billion, down from
US$2.85‐billion), Desjardins Securities’ Brent Stadler reduced his Algonquin Power & Utilities
Corp. (AQN‐N, AQN‐T ‐2.08% decrease) target to US$15.50 from US$17.50 with a “buy”
rating. The average on the Street is US$16.33.
“We remain fans of the greening‐the‐fleet opportunity within Kentucky Power,” he said. “In light
of the delayed closing and after making several adjustments to our model, including a lower
utility valuation P/E multiple to reflect our forecast of higher HLBV income, our target declines.”
* TD Securities’ Aaron MacNeil lowered his target for Ballard Power Systems
Inc. (BLDP‐Q, BLDP‐T ‐6.32% decrease) to US$11 from US$12.50 with a “speculative buy” rating.
The average is US$11.89.
* Following its Investor Day event and property tour of recently acquired multifamily rental
properties in Montreal, Raymond James’ Brad Sturges trimmed his target for units of
Canadian Apartment Properties REIT (CAR‐UN‐T ‐0.65% decrease) to $59.50 from $61 with a
“strong buy” rating. The average is $57.46.
“Canadian MFR leasing demand has been rapidly strengthening in 2H22 due to increased
population growth and greater foreign immigration levels and a return of international
students studying in Canada with reduced travel restrictions. This is anticipated to result in
incrementally improving earnings results in 2H22 and more so in 2023 as the REIT realizes
greater rent growth upon suite turnover back at pre‐covid levels of 14 per cent or higher going
forward in future quarters,” said Mr. Sturges.
* Scotia Capital’s Adam Buckham reduced the firm’s target for dentalcorp Holdings Ltd.
(DNTL‐T ‐1.25% decrease) to $16 from $19, keeping a “sector outperform” rating, upon
assuming coverage of the Toronto‐based company. The average is $17.14.
“Dentalcorp not only offers investors unique exposure to the dentistry market in Canada, but
also significant scale and reach, generating more than $1.3 billion and $246 million in pro forma
revenue and EBITDA, respectively, from its 526 practices and more than 4.5 million annual
patient visits,” he said. “To sum up our view, we believe the DNTL story is ‘worth sinking your
teeth into.’”
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